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SUME

Sustainable Urban Metabolism for Europe
The challenge is climate change, as a global phenomenon. Cities - urban systems - use flows of resources, energy and waste to
maintain life in them – the “urban metabolism”. To build cities also uses substantial resources for the building process. The spatial form of cities – the densities used, the layout, the transportation grid - has a great long-term impact on the resources needed
for the daily operations within an urban systems over time: The amount of energy needed for heating, cooling and transportation, and also the land needed for urban expansion.
SUME attempts to show how urban resource use is being influenced by the spatial form in which cities are being built. It tries to
point out ways to design cities – and to change existing cities in the future. SUME will analyse different urban forms from cities
across Europe, such as Vienna, Munich, Newcastle, Stockholm, Porto and Athens, in a future-oriented long-term perspective
(2050). The Project will specify the types of urban forms which can reduce resource and energy consumption in urban areas.
SUME thus seeks to link the urban metabolism approach to urban planning theory and practice to foster more sustainable development of urban areas in the future. There are four main „work packages“ within the project:
• WP 1: Scenarios of urban development: Dynamics of Urban development in the EU
• WP 2: Urban metabolism and resources – a stocks and flows modelling approach
• WP 3: Impact of urban forms and structures on resource use on Project and neighbourhood level
• WP 4: Transforming urban planning policies and strategies

Work Package 4 Transforming urban planning policies and strategies
Based on strategies to transform the existing urban system, WP4 will consider how regulatory frameworks and incentives can
guide actors’ and individuals’ behaviour; taking into account the structures and institutions which can affect that behaviour.
Tools and instruments which could be used to influence relevant flows and patterns of resource consumption are being examined. Case studies will be carried out in various urban settings, reflecting different patterns of urban development and institutional capacity across Europe. These case studies will help establish the requirements for successful implementation of the project’s
recommendations, and provide evidence to shape the final strategies which are being developed.
There are two main tasks in WP4:
(I) Explore how relevant actors (institutions, policies and strategies) influence urban structures and hence resource/energy flows.
This objective includes studying the broad range of existing literature on development processes, identifying the actors, agencies,
structures and institutions which affect the production and consumption of built form, and exploring variation across Europe.
(II) Identify the potential for new institutional frameworks and integrated strategies that can shape urban structures in such a
way that reduces resource use. This objective includes identifying the optimal foci for intervention in the development process
in different contexts, determining whether intervention in formal policy processes is likely to achieve desired outcomes, and
assessing institutional capacity in different European countries. New strategies and implementation methods will be developed,
alongside a transferability guide.

Work Package 4 is led by the School of Architecture, Planning & Landscape at Newcastle University
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